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Due to recent flood, five district of Naseerabad division, Baluchistan are affected.
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In Kachi District 78 villages (in our project area, tehsile Bhag) are badly affected by the flood. People lost
their lives, households, agriculture, livestock, lath bundi, village flood protection walls, drinking water
ponds and their agriculture systems.

1 - Damage of Houses
An estimated 2100 houses are damaged due to the flood. The villages which were on river side are
completely destroyed due to flood and others are partially damaged. In tehsile Bhag, due to heavy rainfall
many houses are damage.

2 - Kharif Crop
Sorghum is the major kharif crop which is cultivated on 50% of the agricultural area and typically harvested
in the months of August and September. Due to recent flood and heavy rains, this crop also destroyed,
which badly affects the farmers economically. The sorghum crop was also a pull factor for nomads. 15000
to 20000 nomads come to this area annually with their animals and purchase the sorghum crop for their
animals. Due to absence of this crop these people will not come to these areas.

3 – Lath Bundi
The floods badly damage the spate irrigation and agriculture system of the area. The laths of the fields are
completely destroyed in most of the area. In this year people cultivate the Rabi crop but due to damaged
Laths people will not able to store the next flood in the fields.

4 – Protection walls
The flood protection walls of the 70+ villages are damaged due to the flood. These need to be
reconstructed, to provide protection during the next flood season.

5 - Drinking water ponds
People of the area depends on ponds for drinking water. These ponds are filled with flood water during
the flood season. Due to heavy floods, which came with a large sediment load, these ponds are silted up
and some of the reservoir are washed away.

6 - Roads
Due to the floods, inter roads of the villages are washed away.

7 – Livestock
During the flood, peoples are busy to save the lives of their love ones, but the livestock is badly affected
by the flood. Almost 1500 small and 200 large animals are drowned in the flood. The surviving livestock
also face fodder crisis due to absence of kharif crops.

8 - Fodder crisis
The kharif crops were washed away, as a result in coming months of December and January people will
face the fodder crisis for their livestock. In winter when there is no green fodder due to hard weather
sorghum and its biomass are normally used as a fodder in the area and also sold to Quetta and Sindh.
Flood affected the sorghum crop which cause fodder crisis also in the winter.

9 - Increase in Price of Seed
The prices of seed in whole area is increased by 70% which affects farmers badly.

10 – Smaller Area Cultivated
Due to the increase in the prices of seeds, most of the people are not able to purchase the seed because
they are badly affected economically by the flood so in this year it is expected that there will be 40%
smaller area with crops. When there will less crop it also effect on the other people which are inter
connected like the person who work as a labor, the tractor owners, the seed traders, etc.
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Name of Village
Dildero
Khawandor
Bajhi
Misri Khan
Sachoo
Ali Sher
Mian Khan
Mud Sharbet
Honbhi Raisani
Gujjar
Korkani
Mud Usman
Laloo Yousaf
Tonri Hajija
Laloo Bahawal
Jangal Hajija
Dhora Chitani
Rehanzai New
Rehanzai Old
Chitan
Jalal Khan
Jamra
Salar Abad
Mir Gul Muhammad
Jahan Jal Ali Wali
Mir Ghulam Qadir Hajija
AmeerAbad
AsgharAbad
Master Ramzan Abro
Babbar
Mundho Khan
Shahjahan Abad
Hamza Bhand
Vagah Mughere
Chhori Ashraf Bhand
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Manchher
Tandro Khudai
Nooru Hara
Isrsabad
Ahmed Hara
Sana Abad
Faraz Abad
Bughia
Kulachi
Babbar Jamali
Detho Abro
Shahoo Dinari
Raees Jumal Sohriani
Rasheed Khan Bangulzai
Mushraf Abad
Wadera Hanif(Vilaejat)
Dosa Lashari
Wali Abad
Mir Gahanwar Khan
Dashti
Chhalgari
Sobha Bhatti
Manjhoo Kohna
Pathan Kalas
Wazir Abad
Kora Chhalgari
Bahram Abro
Awal Hashim
Mian Kalandar
Azmat
Lakhmir Waris
Lakhmir Mastoi
Arbani(East)
Arbani(West)
Ghulam Nabi Pundrani

